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The OKI Group is also developing products that contribute to adaptation to climate change. Here we 
introduce devices that monitor river water level fluctuations caused by abnormal weather and so on.

Adaption to Climate Change

Realization of Zero Energy and Wireless Water-level Monitoring for Rivers

Focusing on such social issues, OKI and Shizuoka OKI have developed a compact, 
lightweight and integrated “zero energy ultrasonic water-level gauge” (hereinafter zero energy 
water-level gauge) as a sensor capable of easy installation and information gathering at low 
cost. The “zero energy water-level gauge” is based on a highly accurate “ultrasonic water-level 
gauge” that has numerous achievements in river monitoring and combines a wireless device 
and solar cells to eliminate the need for network connection and power supply construction 
work.

OKI has linked Shizuoka OKI’s “zero energy water-level gauge” and the “IoT-GW*”, 
which is equipped with OKI’s “SmartHop® SR wireless module”, and is commercializing 
the “river monitoring system” , which makes it possible to grasp the water level situation at 
multiple locations - from point monitoring to area monitoring. OKI is actively marketing this 
to local governments considering collection and disclosure of water level information and is 
investigating deployment of cloud services.

Outside use of high precision water-level gauges

The “SmartHop SR wireless module” in the wireless section has good reception characteristics given by 920MHz multi-hop wireless 
and is equipped with power saving functions facilitated by advanced control technology. This made it possible to create wide-range 
and flexible wireless networks with cordless power supplied by solar cells, and realized the “zero energy water-level gauge”, which 
is easy to install outdoors.

Equipment power-saving function necessary for outdoor installation

Due to the impact of increasingly abnormal weather in recent years, the possibility of severe 
disasters occurring that exceed conventional assumptions is increasing. In particular, flood 
damage in urban areas due to increased flow in small and medium-sized rivers with low water 
level gauge installation rates is increasing.

* IoT-GW: apparatus that connects an IoT device to a cloud server via the Internet for communication
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